I'm afraid, is at it again, treat ing us like animals to achieve his own ends. In the published results of his recent keen observa tion of babies at breast (Babywatching, Jonathan Cape, 1992), we ought not to be surprised to discover that mother's milk is best and that the healthy baby will be the one whose needs are met immediately. Morris doesn't say that any other treatment will produce an in crease in juvenile delinquency but, never fear, some of his mates will say it for him.
These are, of course, familiar argu ments which suggest that 'nature' knows best and that we defy 'her' at our peril. And the calls for demandfeeding and breastmilk are often ac companied by concern that women's new liberated lifestyles are preventing them from filling this, their 'natural' function.
Those who support these views find arguments where they need them, and sometimes the defences are in direct conflict with each other. On the one hand, humans are considered to be more than animals by definition. This p h ilo so p h ica l p o sitio n lau d s ra tio n a lity over em otion and denigrates the animal, bodily side of 'man'. On the other, we are constantly reminded that we are territorial like animals, that life in the real world is like life in the wild-there are scarce resources, and only the fittest will sur vive. In certain situations we will be invoked to 'rise above our instincts'; in others doom is forecast should we dare to defy them.
It seems that, whatever position is taken on nature, women remain its victims. In one version, women are seen as quintessentially body, not quite 'rational' and hence not quite suited to all those positions of in fluence and responsibility which men fill so well. In the other, they are ac corded more value as 'mothers of the race', but the effects are much the same-leaving women responsible for the nurture and care of the next generation and far from seats of power.
What holds these positions-which at first glance look con trad ictorytogether is a traditional vision of society which sees the nuclear family with the mother at home as essen tii for social order. And the way in which arguments are manipulated to defend this vision shows that the point of the argument is considered far more im portant than how you get there. Sociobiology, which is Morris' par ticular hobbyhorse, unfortunately has a commonsense quality which makes it popular. We've heard for so long that if birds do it, and bees do it, so probably do we. The inconsistencies in the sociobiological gospel are legion, but we ought to be grateful when proponents make such obvious errors of logic as Morris has indeed done in this recent study. He has, quite simply, caught himself out. He has found a maladaptive human trait and performed conceptual somersaults to try to cover himself. Instead, he's made a farce of his position.
Allow me to outline the argument briefly. The problem is ample breasts. Morris found through observation that babies 'confronting' large breasts had difficulty feeding and breathing at the same time. Hence they appear to be 'fighting the breast'. But the poor loves are simply struggling to find air. The solution to the physical problem is simple. Push a finger into the breast to provide a space for the gasping infant's tiny nose.
Indeed, the solution is so simple that it is a wonder that Morris pursues it any further. Clearly, he feels that the average mother cannot be accredited the good sense to facilitate her child's breathing.
Given his decision to pursue it further, however, the theoretical problem is not so easily resolved. According to the sociobiological gospel, we are sup-ALR; MARCH 1992 posed to have taken up habits and developed features which are best for the survival of the species. And yet here we are with a characteristic which, unless less carefully watched, could lead to extinction. The long, nar row feeding bottle is simply much more efficien t than a 'fu ll, w ellrounded breast', as Morris concedes.
An additional theoretical complica tion is the fact that apes, those most com m only lo o k ed to as our Progenitors, do have long narrow breasts, more like milk bottles. The puzzle then, for Morris, is to explain Why in this particular characteristic We have broken away from our ape role-mod els and in a regressive direc tion. How, Morris asks, can we explain *he inefficiency of the 'full, wellfounded breast'?
The answer, Morris claims, is relative ly obvious when you think about it. Clearly, for h u m an s, 'fu ll, w ellfou nded b re a sts' serv e an o th er biological function. They act as a specific sexual signal'.
We are given little additional informa tion about this 'sexual signalling' and are really left on our own to interpret it. Most animal sexual signalling is meant to increase the likelihood of mating among superior examples of the species. So the healthiest peacock would have the brightest feathers, and the strongest baboon the reddest ass. Yet, in the example of large human breasts, their selection might have led to mass asphyxiation.
The only possible explanation seems to be that 'full, well-rounded' breasts provided a less sophisticated but equally necessary sexual signal, that they indicated to men who were the women, a crucial first step down the road to species reproduction. And then, I suppose the logic follows, due to natural selection, the women with the 'fu lle s t, m ost w ell-rou nded breasts' were chosen for mating be cause they were the easiest to spot. I don't know about you, but I find this argument a little unconvincing, even within the terms of soriobiology itself. I mean, why didn't apes need this kind of signalling device? Male apes seem to be able to identify females even when they are 'flat-chested'which is the case, says Morris, when they are not feeding their young. Must we then conclude that human males were either myopic or indifferent to other kinds of sexual signals?
The latter hypothesis, just measurably less unlikely than the former, gets Morris into even hotter water. If Mor ris is indeed imputing a 'preference' for large breasts onto prehistoric man (I can just see them guffawing over Playboy-like cave paintings), he would surely need some evidence for this claim. Pointing to their existence as a kind of proof is patently circular. That is, they exist because men liked them. And, if he's implying that the large breast is analogous to a baboon's red ass, he still hasn't explained why humans used a maladaptive trait to 'sexually signal' to each other.
There are other completely different versions of what might have hap pened, of course. Given that large breasts in Morris' scenario lessen the likelihood of survival, perhaps they indicate some kind of mass primaeval death wish. Another possibility is that they persist despite their maladaptation because small-chested women are d oin g m ore than th e ir sh are of reproduction. I can't help wondering if, indeed, the answer to the puzzle is even simpler than this. Has Morris considered diet? Does it make a difference if there is an increase in fat in what one eats, which is likely to happen when you stop munching leaves? Or perhaps 'full, well-rounded' breasts are more com mon in certain climes than others?
Despite the considerable problems large breasts create for Morris' theory, none of these options is pursued. I am left to conclude that he may be having difficulty seeing past his personal preference in the sexual selection stakes. At least, with this explanation, his argument regains a degree of con sistency-as quintessentially tradi tional.
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